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In the American Christian Zionist imaginary of the apocalypse, Tel Megiddo (the battlefield

site for Armageddon), and the landscape of the Jezreel Valley that extends from it, figure

centrally in the performance of their geopolitical visions of the Middle East and nationalism

for Israel. Through over eight years of ethnographic engagement with Christian Zionist

pilgrims in Israel and Palestine, I ask how these pilgrimage performances at Megiddo are not

just representations of past and future geopolitical visions, but are also embodied and

performative remakings of premillennial dispensationalist narrative upon the Tel Megiddo

landscape lookout. The geopolitical memories of how the Jezreel valley is performed as

portending an apocalyptic future is bookended by its performance as fulfilling the Jewish

prophecy of making the “Land Bloom.” The valley’s agricultural success after Zionist

settlement is interpreted both as justifying Jewish claims to territory and also as having

fulfilled part of the apocalyptic prophecy that Jews will return to Israel and once again make

it flourish. It is argued that these two events, the past Jewish agricultural success of the

Jezreel valley and the future battlefield of Armageddon, are connected through a present

representation of landscape that sees the Jewish territorial presence on the landscape as

portending the apocalypse.
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